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Abstract 
 

In general, data integration begins with schema integration and must be followed by 

detailed data instances resemblance in order to reach data representation unification. In this 

paper, we address the limits of the data-level reconciliation automation process in cases where 

the compared data is semantically equivalent, but the data representation of the values of 

given attributes is different. We assume that a semantic relationship between potentially used 

terms is established by a human expert prior to the designed computations, and is represented 

in an auxiliary table built and maintained for each attribute. 

On such a context, we introduce a notion of semantically equal join (SEJ), which is 

the join operation based on a pre-defined semantic relationship. Our goal is to propose a 

solution for SEJ that can be supported by standard SQL. The paper begins with an illustration 

of the approach for a single attribute join, followed by a generalisation of SEJ for any number 

of join attributes. The paper continues with performance considerations for the invented 

method. Finally, this aspect is supported by extensive experimentation based on our 

implementation of SEJ executed on synthetic datasets.  

 

Keywords: Approximate String Join, Data Integration, Semantically Equal Join. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The data integration issue [1] is one 

of the most challenging problems that 

computer science and IT practitioners have 

faced in the last decade or so. This problem 

originally emerged when demand for data 

access from multiple sources was observed 

in the context of distributed multi-database 

systems; later, database federation systems 

and other versions of data integrated 

constructions including data warehousing 

and, very recently, e-research applications. 

Firstly, integration problems occur 

at the schema level [2] where the name, 

meaning and constraint scope of attributes 

must be addressed. Usually, human 

involvement in this process is necessary [3]. 

Subsequently, the data-level integration 
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problems need to be addressed. The 

problem at this level exists due to: potential 

mismatch of attributes‟ domains, adopted 

strings to represent attributes‟ values, as 

well as conventions to express the data 

fields. Additionally, the data mismatch may 

be caused by many other reasons, such as, 

for instance, typing errors. 

In this paper, we consider the data 

integration where two given relations are 

joined with each other on some attributes. 

On this context, we address the synonym 

mismatch problem, i.e., the values of join 

attributes are semantically equivalent, but 

unable to match due to different 

representation, e.g. different abbreviation 

standards. Naturally, on such an attribute 

domain, the semantic equivalence 

relationship between strings needs to be 

pre-defined. We call the join operations that 

are based on this semantic equivalence 

relationship, semantically equal join (SEJ). 

For example, from Figure 1a, 1R  

and 2R  are two relations which contain the 

medical records of two different hospitals 

respectively. Assume that one issues a query 

to find pairs of patients who have the same 

type of disease. Due to the fact that in 

medical domain, strings “Tumours”, 

“Kunb”, “Neoplasms” are semantically 

equivalent and so are the strings “Mad 

Cow" and “B.S.E." (Bovine Spongiform 

Encephalopathy), the result of the query 

should be the relation given in Figure 1b. 

We can see that this query result can be 

obtained by joining two relations 1R  and 

2R  on their common attribute “Disease" 

such that the join condition is true if and 

only if the values of the join attribute are 

semantically equivalent.  

In the rest of this paper, the focus is 

to formally define the SEJ operation and to 

propose an efficient approach to compute 

SEJ in a standard SQL environment. 

Our discussion begins with an 

illustration of the approach for 1-attribute 

SEJ. First, to represent the semantic 

relationship between potentially used terms, 

we introduce the auxiliary table which is an 

additional relation built and maintained for 

the pair of attributes on which the join is to 

be performed. The design of the auxiliary 

table is important because it directly affects 

the SEJ performance. To address this issue, 

we design the schema of the auxiliary table, 

based on which, the relational algebra for 

SEJ is proposed. 

Since, in general, the way that the 

SQL statement is written will affect the 

performance of queries in RDBMS, we 

optimize the query performance for the 

group-based approach by adjusting its SQL 

formulation. Particularly, we propose a sub-

query-based SQL statement for SEJ, which 

is much more efficient than the SQL, that is 

directly translated from the relational 

algebra. 

 

 PID Disease  PID Disease 

P1 Tumours  Q1 Neoplasms 

P2 Knub  Q2 B. S. E 

P3 Mad Cow  Q3 Bird Flu 

P4 Bird Flu    

R1  R2 

a) Example relation 

 

PID Disease PID Disease 

P1 Tumours Q1 Neoplasms 

P2 Knub Q1 Neoplasms 

P3 Mad Cow Q2 B. S. E 

P4 Bird Flu Q3 Bird Flu 

R1 R2 

b) SEJ result 

Figure 1: SEJ Example 
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Learning from discussion of 1-

attribute SEJ, we generalize the SEJ 

problem to k-attributes, where k auxiliary 

tables need to be designed and maintained. 

Based on the sub-query-based SQL 

statement proposed for 1-attribute SEJ, it is 

straightforward to get a query for computing 

k-attributes SEJ. Because the join condition 

of k-attributes SEJ is the conjunction of k 

predicates (each of which corresponds to the 

condition for a 1-attribute SEJ), the order of 

these k predicates in the SQL statement will 

significantly affect the cost of the query [4]. 

To optimize the performance for k-attributes 

SEJ, we modify the order on these k 

predicates by referencing the size of each 

auxiliary table, and the join selectivity of 

each pair of join attributes, such that the 

total cost of accessing k auxiliary tables is 

minimum. 

Finally, we evaluate the efficiency 

of the proposed approaches by performing 

intensive experiments on synthetic datasets 

with various characteristics. 

The paper organization is given as 

follows. Section 2 provides a review of 

related work and how the SEJ is positioned 

in this context. Our proposed approach is 

shown in Section 3. The experiments and 

results are reported in Section 4. Finally, we 

provide concluding remarks in Section 5  

 

2. Related Work and Discussion 

 
The problem of joins with inexact 

matching of corresponding data, appro-

ximate string joins, has already been 

addressed by many authors experimenting 

with a variety of approaches. Most of them 

search for solutions that can be effectively 

executed by the existing and widely used 

traditional relational database environments, 

RDBMS and SQL, without any necessity 

for any special purpose programming. 

The problem was addressed firstly 

in [5]. The main concept behind this 

approach is to decompose a string attribute 

value into substrings called q-gram [6] 

which has been used widely in string 

matching context. The length of substrings 

is specified by q value. For example, if q is 

set at 3, a string “John" can be decomposed 

into the set of substrings {“##J", “#Jo", 

“Joh", “ohn", “hn$", “n$$"}. When 

matching two strings, a distance function 

based on the edit distance is computed on 

the two sets of their substrings. A number of 

q-gram related propositions were proposed 

to reduce the cost of edit distance 

computation. 

In [7], an approximate string join 

approach based on cosine similarity 

computation was proposed. In this work, 

string data of each attribute (which can be 

composed of many terms) is represented as 

a multi-dimensional vector. For each 

attribute, the number of dimensions is the 

number of all possible terms used in the 

attribute (a string may consist of multiple 

terms). For each dimension, a magnitude is 

assigned according to the significance of the 

corresponding term; an infrequent term will 

have a higher value, while a common term 

will have a lower value. For example, a 

string “Information Technology and 

Electrical Engineering" in an affiliation 

attribute with eight possible terms can be 

represented as an 8-dimensional vector (0, 

0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.6, 0.4, 0, 0), where 0.5, 0.2, 0.6 

and 0.4 represent the significance of the 

terms Information, Technology, Electrical 

and Engineering respectively. When strings 

are to be matched, the cosine similarity 

function is then computed. If the cosine 

similarity of two strings is higher than a pre-

specified threshold, they can be matched. 

For example, if a specified threshold is set 

at 0.4, the above string and another string 

“Information Engineering" represented as a 

vector (0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.4, 0, 0) can be 

matched because their cosine similarity is 

0.41 (0.5x0.5+0.4x0.4). Clearly, one can 

build many examples where such a 

matching will not deliver high quality 

results, mainly due to an evident lack of 

dependency measures between the terms. 
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Also, it is intrinsically difficult to allocate 

the best values for significance measures, 

and any allocation will be regarded as 

highly subjective. Also, in the same work, a 

sampling based computation has been used 

to reduce the computational cost of the 

function. Instead of computing a similarity 

function for every pair of the join 

candidates, which is an expensive operation, 

insignificant candidates will be sampled out, 

with only the promising pairs computed. In 

the same way as in [5], this work does not 

require any modification to RDBMS. Only 

auxiliary tables are required to be created 

and they are used to drive the matching 

mechanism. 

In [8], web data integration was 

proposed as another application for 

approximate string joins. In that work, more 

extensive theoretical aspects and 

experimental results were presented. 

Furthermore, many combinations of 

distance functions were discussed, for 

example, edit distance, block edit distance, 

cosine similarity with words as terms, and 

cosine similarity with q-grams as terms. As 

a result, the last type of combination, cosine 

similarity with q-grams as terms, has been 

suggested as the best distance function 

because it can capture all types of mismatch, 

including spelling errors, insertion and 

deletion of short or common words and 

variations of word order. 

An attempt to include semantic 

knowledge into the approximate string join 

computation (rather than purely structural 

string comparison as indicated above), is 

presented in [9]. To improve similarity-

based joins, two terms which share the same 

semantic meaning, but have too much 

difference in their representations (e.g. 

“MCI" and “Worldcom" which refer to the 

same company), are formed as a pair in an 

auxiliary table by human experts. 

Subsequently, in the pre-processing phase of 

a join, each tuple is extended by associating 

its value with the pairs in the auxiliary table 

which have a “high" similarity score. For 

example, consider a tuple with a value 

“MCI Corp". After the pre-processing 

phase, the value will be extended to (“MCI 

Corp", “MCI", “Worldcom") by associating 

the value with a pair of (“MCI", 

“Worldcom"). When answering a matching 

query, the attribute values of the query 

string are also extended by using the 

auxiliary table in the same way as in the 

pre-processing phase. Suppose that an 

attribute value “Worldcom Corp" is given in 

the query, it will be extended to 

(“Worldcom Corp", “Worldcom", “MCI"). 

Consequently, it can be matched with the 

tuple above, with the “MCI Corp" value, by 

traditional cosine similarity computations. 

Although only briefly discussed in this 

paper, this approach can remedy the 

shortcomings of previously similarity-based 

approaches by applying semantic 

knowledge. Similar to our work, this work 

also addresses the synonym mismatch 

problem by applying semantic knowledge. 

However, unlike our work, which is to 

efficiently compute SEJ, the focus of that 

approach is on how to use semantic 

knowledge to pre-process two relations such 

that later approximate join approaches can 

achieve more accurate results without 

additional operations. 

 

3. Semantically Equal Join Approach 

 
3.1 Preliminaries 

Let us first consider two relations 

),...( 11 mAAR  and ),...( 12 nBBR  such that 

attributes 1A  and 1B  have the same domain 

Dom, where Dom is a set of strings. 

 

Definition 1. Semantic equivalence, de-

noted as , is a relation defined on a given 

domain Dom such that for every a, b Dom, 

a  b iff a is a synonym of b. Also, we define 

that a and b are strict semantically 

equivalent, denoted as a  b, if a b and a ≠ 

b. 
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A1  B1 

USA  The States 

United States  United Kingdom 

GBR  France 

France   

a) Join attributes 

 

{(USA, USA), (United States, United 

States), 

(The States, The States), (GBR, GBR), 

(United 

Kingdom, United Kingdom), (France, 

France)} 

 
{(USA, United States), (United States, 

USA), 

(USA, The States), (The States, USA), 

(United 

States, The States), (The States, United 

States), 

(GBR, United Kingdom), (United Kingdom, 

GBR)} 

b) Semantic equivalence relation 

Figure 2: Semantic Equivalence 

 

Example 1. Suppose that Figure 2a gives 

the values of join attributes A1 and B1 which 

are the results of projecting the relations R1 

and R2 respectively. Dom in this example is 

the string set {USA, United States, The 

States, GBR, United Kingdom, France}. 

According to the standard convention used 

for expressing country names, we can 

naturally define the semantic equivalence 

relation  on Dom as Figure 2b. Also 

observe that in this example, the strict 

semantic equivalence relationship is shown 

as the right-hand-side of the union operator. 

 

Definition 2. Given a relation of semantic 

equivalence , semantically equal join 

(SEJ) is a theta join operator in the 

relational algebra such that the theta 

comparison operator is .. Further, the 

semantically equal join operator is denoted 

as 

To perform the semantically equal 

join between two tables 1R  and 2R  on 

attributes 1A  and 1B , the semantic 

equivalence relation on domain Dom needs 

to be predefined. Since it is straightforward 

to observe that a string can semantically join 

with itself, we define a relation Au, called 

auxiliary table, to only specify the 

relationship of strict semantically equiva-

lent, i.e., to give the information of 

synonyms in Dom. 

According to Definition 1, it is easy 

to observe that semantic equivalence, , is 

an equivalence relation
1
. Formally, given a 

relation of semantic equivalence relation   

on Dom, we can partition Dom into a set of 

equivalence classes ,iC  i=1…l such that for 

any iC , there does not exist elements 

iCba ,  holding the condition of  a b. 

Note that only the class C
i
 with 1iC  

provides the information of synonyms. We 

define the set  of non-trivial equivalence 

classes, formally, }1|{  ii CC  where 

i=1…l. According to the above discussion, 

Au can be regarded as the representation of 

the set . 

Let us further consider the Example 

1. Given the relation , Dom is partitioned 

into three equivalence classes: {1 C USA, 

United States, The States {}, 2 C GBR, 

United Kingdom}, and {3 C France}. The 

                                                 
1
As an equivalence relation, “=” has the 

following property: 1) aa  for all 

Doma ,  

2) abba   for all Domba ,   

3)  ba      cacb   for all 

Domcba ,, . 

⋈ 
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set  of non-trivial equivalence classes is 

}.,{ 21 CC  

After introducing the key concepts, 

we generalize the problem of semantically 

equal join to k attributes and give the formal 

problem statement as follows. 

 

Problem statement: Let ),...( 11 mAAR  and 

),...( 12 nBBR  be two relations such that 

attributes iAR .1  and iBR .2  (i=1…k) have 

the same domain iDom , where iDom  is a 

set of strings. For each iDom  (i=1…k), let 

i
 be the equivalence relation defined on 

iDom  and iAu  be the auxiliary table that 

represents the corresponding strict 

semantically equivalent relationship. The 

semantically equal join (SEJ) problem is: 

given relations 21, RR  and auxiliary table 

kAuAu ,...,1 , express  1R 2,...1
1

1

R
k

k
k BABA 

 

by a single SQL statement. 

In the rest of Section 3, we will first 

study how to build an SQL statement to 

efficiently compute SEJ on one attribute, 

then discussion is extended to SEJ on k-

attributes (k>1). 

 

3.2 Schema of Auxiliary Table and 

Semantically Equal Join 

Firstly, we propose a structure of 

auxiliary tables, called the group-based 

approach for the schema of the auxiliary 

table. In this approach, given the set , the 

auxiliary table Au is defined as 

 iCaiPGidAu |),{(),(  and 

}.iCa  In Example 1, the auxiliary table 

is given in Figure 3. With this schema, we 

can build the primary index on the attribute 

P for efficient access because there can not 

exist a string that belongs to two different 

synonym groups. 

 

 

GID P 

1 USA 

1 The States 

1 United States 

2 GBR 

2 United Kingdom 

 

Figure 3: The example of group-based 

auxiliary table 

Given the schema of Au, the RA 

expression for the semantically equal 

join for this schema is: 

1R     12 (RR      )211
RBA  

1((R  )
1

AuPA     GIDAuGIDAu '..  2(R  ))'
1

AuPB   

 (1) 

where 'Au  is  the copy of .Au  

3.3 Query for Implementing SEJ 

Given the relational algebra 

operation in Equation (1), there are multiple 

ways to build an SQL statement to compute 

the semantically equal join. Although 

generally, different queries may have the 

same execution plan in a given DBMS, in 

many cases, the way  to write a query will 

affect the execution plan and the query 

performance. In this section, we propose an 

SQL statement which can efficiently 

compute semantically equal join. Rather 

than considering query optimization 

techniques which are dependant on the 

RDBMS, we only put our efficiency 

concern at the SQL level. 

 

3.3.1 SQL Statements 

According to Equation (1), we can 

directly translate the RA into an SQL 

⋈ 
 

⋈ 
 ⋈ 

⋈ 
 

⋈ 

⋈ ⋈ 
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statement, which is shown in Figure 4a. 

Since part of this SQL statement requires 

three join operations to link four tables, we 

call it three-join-based SQL statement. 

 

(SELECT * FROM R1, R2 WHERE A1=B1) 

UNION 

(SELECT * FROM R1, R2, Au Au1, Au Au2 

WHERE (A1=Au1.P AND B1=Au2.P AND 

Au1.id = Au2.id)) 

a) Three-join-based 

 

SELECT * FROM R1, R2 WHERE A1=B1 

OR ((SELECT Gid FROM Au WHERE 

P=A1) = (SELECT Gid FROM Au WHERE 

P=B1)) 

b) Sub-query-based 

 

Figure 4: SQL statements 

 

Intuitively, the cost of joining four 

tables is expensive. Therefore, to improve 

the efficiency, we propose another SQL 

statement in Figure 4b, called sub-query-

based SQL statement. The semantic 

meaning behind  this query is that two 

tuples can be joined together if either of the 

values of the join attributes are the same, or 

they belong to the same group in the 

auxiliary table. Note that when both values 

of 1A  and 1B  are not in the auxiliary table, 

the condition after „OR‟ will compare two 

Null values. In the standard SQL, the result 

of Null=Null is „unknown‟, which will not 

make two tuples join. 

 

3.3.2 Cost Analysis 

We briefly discuss the I/O cost for 

computing the SEJ in this section. 

Let us first consider the three-join-

based SQL. In Figure 4a, we can see that the 

query consists of three operations: equal 

join, operation of three-join, and union. It is 

not hard to observe that this query will 

generate a significant amount of inter-

mediate results from joins and require the 

external sort to remove duplicates for the 

union operation, both of which will lead to 

high I/O cost. 

For the sub-query-based approach, 

the query plan is much simpler: When 1R  

and 2R  are joined, for any pair of tuples 

which can not equally join, the auxiliary 

table is accessed by the primary index (on 

the attribute P) twice to check the semantic 

join condition. Note that in practice, an 

auxiliary table is not very large and often 

can be cached in the buffer. In this case, the 

I/O cost of sub-query-based SQL is close to 

the cost of an equal join of 1R  and 2R . 

For the above discussion, we can 

see the sub-query based approach requires 

less disk I/O when the size of Au is small. 

This will be also demonstrated in the 

experiment at section. 

 

3.4 k-Attributes Semantically Equal Join 

Now, we consider the task of 

semantically joining two relations on k 

attributes, as is described in the problem 

statement in Section 3.1. 

As the join condition of k-attributes 

SEJ is the conjunction of the conditions for 

the single attribute joins, we can readily 

extend the previous SQL statement shown 

in Figure 4 into the statement in Figure 5. 

Since the join conditions are linked 

by AND, if any set of condition is not 

satisfied, it is not necessary to check the 

other join conditions of other attributes. 

Apparently, we can order the join conditions 

sets to minimize the cost of accessing 

auxiliary tables. Intuitively, two factors 

need to be considered: 1) the size of 

auxiliary table iAu  2) the join/SEJ 

selectivity of each pair of join attributes. 

 

 SELECT * FROM R1, R2 

WHERE (A1=B1 OR 

((SELECT Gid FROM Au1 WHERE 

P=A1)=(SELECT Gid FROM Au1 WHERE 

P=B1))) 

… 
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AND(Ak=Bk OR  

((SELECT Gid FROM Auk WHERE 

P=Ak)=(SELECT Gid FROM Auk WHERE 

P=Bk))) 

Figure 5: SQL for k-semantically equal join 

 

It is well-known to the database 

community that the query performance can 

be adjusted by ordering join conditions 

linked by AND. However, driven by the 

specialty of a new type query, we discuss 

this ordering problem on the context of SEJ 

with the purpose of minimizing the cost of 

auxiliary table access. 

Let ip  be the number of pages of 

the auxiliary table Au
i
 where i=1,...,k. Given 

relation 1R  and 2R , let 
liis ,...,1



 ( ji  is the 

index of the attribute ki j 1 ) be the 

semantically equal join selectivity of 1R  and 

2R  on l attributes. Formally, 
liis ,...,1



 is equal 

to: 
21

2,...,1 1111

RR

RR
llii BABA





. Similarly, 

we define the equal join selectivity s
i
1
,,i

l

 

as: 
21

2,...,1 1111

RR

RR
llii BABA





. 

Given an order of join attributes 

kii ,...,1 , under the assumption that the join 

attributes are independent, the total I/O cost 

on access k auxiliary tables is:  




22111 iiiii21 ps1sps1RR )()[(

])(... ,...,
kk1k21 iiiii ps1s 





 

Also due to the assumption that the 

join attributes are independent, we have 

j

l
ilj

ii ss  




...1

,...

^

1
. So the ordering task 

can be presented as: 

Given the sizes of auxiliary tables 

p
1
,p

2
,,p

k
, the equal join selectivity of 

each pair attributes s
1
,s

2,
s

k
,  and the 

semantically equal join selectivity of each 

pair attributes s
1
,s

2,
s

k
, are ordered to 

find an order i
1
,i

2
,,i

k
 such that the 

cost function  

1k2122111
iiiiiiii sps1sps1




 ,...,...)()[(

])(
kk ii ps1  is minimized. 

To find the order with minimum 

cost, theoretically, we need to compute the 

costs for k! orders. However, based on the 

cost function, we can apply some heuristics 

to speed up the search. 

The equal join selectivity or 

semantically equal join selectivity is often 

small. Considering the cost function, 

assume that the values of (1s
i
)p

i
 for 

i=i
1
,,i

k
 are not significantly different, 

we can expect that the cost of accessing i-th 

auxiliary table is less than that of accessing 

the )1( i -th auxiliary table in a manner of 

magnitude. Intuitively, to minimize the total 

cost, it could be helpful to first select index i 

with minimum (1s
i
)p

i
. Based on this idea, 

we can ignore the semantically equal join 

selectivity and order the index accordingly 

according to the value (1s
i
)p

i
. 

Once the optimum order O of index 

on the join attributes is found, the query in 

Figure 5 can be optimized by re-ordering 

the join conditions based on O. 

 

4. Experimental Results 
 

In this section, to evaluate the 

efficiency of SEJ, we report the result of the 

performance study on synthetic datasets. 

 

4.1 Experimental Configuration 

System resource: The experiments are 

conducted on an 800 MHz Intel Pentium III 

⋈ 
 

⋈ 
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with 256 megabytes main memory, running 

a commercial RDBMS (Oracle 8i). All 

invented methods are implemented using 

standard SQL. 

Datasets: In our experiments, all the 

relations (R
1
,R

2
, and auxiliary table Au) are 

generated by different random variables, 

each of which follows the uniform 

distribution. For brevity, we only show how 

to generate relations for 1-attribute SEJ. The 

discussion can be readily extended to k-

attributes SEJ. 

There are two controlled parameters 

for the auxiliary table, the cardinality |Au| 

and the number g of semantically equivalent 

groups. Given |Au| and g, we generate the 

group-based auxiliary table Au(Gid,P) by 

randomly assigning |Au| distinct strings into 

g groups. Based on the uniform distribution, 
|Au|

g
 gives the expected number of string 

values in each group, which is denoted as v. 

For the two relations 1R  and 2R , their 

schema are designed as ),( 211 AAR  and 

),( 212 BBR  with 1A  and 1B  to be the join 

attributes. Further, we consider the instances 

in each relation. Again for simplicity, we set 

the constraints that the values of attribute 

1A  are exactly the same as the values of 

attributes 1B  Considering the attribute 

1A ( 1B ), its values consist of three parts: the 

S part which has the attribute values in the 

auxiliary table (i.e., can semantically match 

the values in the other relation), E part 

which has the values that can only exact 

match the values in the other relation, and 

the N part, which has the values that cannot 

match any values in the other relation. Let 

S%,E%,N% (S%+E%+N%=1) be the 

percentages of the values in part S, part E, 

and part N respectively, and ns,ne,nn be the 

numbers of distinct values in these there 

parts. Given the above parameters, the join 

relations are generated by following the 

equal distribution. For example, in S part, 

we can expect each distinct value appears 

ns

SR %*||
 times, where | |R  is the 

cardinality of R
1

 (R
2
). 

 

4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion 

1-Attribute SEJ Results and Discussion  
Effect of join relation size |R|: In this 

experiment, we increase |R| from 100 

records to 4,000 records to examine the 

performance of two types of query with 

different sizes of join relation. The other 

parameters of the join relations are set as: 

S%=80%, E%=0, N%=20%, ns=10, ne=0, 

nn=3. For auxiliary table, we set |Au|=10 

and g=3. 

The performance of 1-attribute SEJ 

by different types of queries is presented in 

Figure 6a. It can be seen that the three-join-

based approach is very inefficient. 

Therefore, it cannot be used for a large 

amount of data. As discussed in Section 3, 

the SQL statement for three-join-based 

approach requires that four tables are joined, 

which leads to expensive I/O cost. 

Therefore, for the rest of this section, we 

will omit the result of  the three-join-based 

approach and only discuss the group-based 

sub-query.  

Effect of selectivity
^

s : The second 

consideration for 1-attribute SEJ is about its 

performance regarding  the semantic join 

selectivity 
^

s of 1R  and 2R  where 
^

s  is 

composed of two parts, strict semantic join 

selectivity s
'
 (i.e. the selectivity for the pairs 

of tuples that are matched based on strict 

semantically equivalent relationship) and 

equal join selectivity s (introduced in 

Section 3.4). By definition, we always have 

'
^

sss  . Note here that we slightly 

change the way of generating synthetic 

datasets in this part. The records in S part 

are allowed to  only be joined through an 

auxiliary table (i.e., no equal join in this 

part). In this way, due to the equal 
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distribution, the strict semantic join 

selectivity is 
g

S 2%)(
, where g is the 

number of groups in Au. Similarly, given 

E% and ne, the equal join selectivity can be 

estimated as 
ne

E 2%)(
. In the experiments, 

the strict semantic join selectivity s’ and 

equal join selectivity can be adjusted by 

changing  parameters S%, ns, E%, and ne. 

Both experiments use some common 

parameters which are the size of join 

relations |R| at 10,000 tuples with ne at 5 

and nn at 100. Also, for both experiments, 

we set the size of auxiliary table |Au| at 100 

with g at 25, which means that v is set at 4. 

To evaluate the impact of s
'
, we fix 

s by always setting E%=10% and ne=5. We 

increase the strict semantic join selectivity 

by increasing S% from 10% to 80%. Note 

that when S% is increased, we also decrease 

N% to keep the size of join relation the 

same. For evaluating the performance of 

SEJ regarding to equal join selectivity s, we 

fix the s
'
 by always setting S%=10% and 

ns=100 and increase E% from 10% to 80%. 

 

a) Effect of join relation 

 
b) Effect of selectivity 

 

Figure 6: Performance of SEJ 

 

We firstly measure the performance 

of SEJ regarding to 's , which is shown in 

Figure 6b. Obviously, the performance of 

SEJ is irrelevant to strict semantic join 

selectivity. This verifies our thoughts that 

the amount of time for auxiliary table access 

only depends on the equal join selectivity s. 

The reason is that for any two records 

11 Rt   and 22 Rt   the auxiliary table 

needs to be accessed unless 1t  and 2t  can 

be equal joined. Also, in Figure 6b, we 

report the performance of SEJ when the 

selectivity s is increased. We can see that 

due to the same reason, the execution time 

decreases when E% is increased. 

k-Attributes SEJ Results and Discussion 
In this experiment, we discuss the SEJ join 

in terms of the order of k attributes in an 

SQL statement. Particularly, we verify our 

cost analysis in Section 3.4 and demonstrate 

how the proposed heuristics help to quickly 

find an optimal order. As discussed 

previously, the following two factors are 

considered for the ordering: 1) size of 

auxiliary table |Au
i
| 2) join/SEJ selectivity. 

We generate join relations with three join 

attributes (k=3) of size 100,000 records. The 

characteristics and the estimated selec-

tivities of the relations are shown in Table 1. 

As shown in Table 1, the first and the 
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second attributes have the same |Au|, but 

they are different in selectivities. On the 

other hand, even if the third attribute has the 

lowest selectivity, it has the largest |Au|. The 

performance of all possible orders of join 

conditions for the dataset is evaluated. 

The performance on k-attributes 

SEJ with all possible join condition 

orderings is reported in Figure 7. On the x-

axis, we put the ascending order for all 

theoretical I/O costs (for different ordering) 

computed from the cost function. The result 

shows that the order of actual cost is 

accordant with the order of estimated cost, 

theoretically. This demonstrates the 

correctness of our previous analysis. 

Compared with the worst case order 3-2-1, 

the best order 1-2-3 has better performance, 

by 17.9%. As mentioned in Section 3.4, we 

can also compute the best order by 

computing estimated cost ii ps )1(  , in 

which the result is also the order 1-2-3. 

Another interesting observation is that the 

order 2-1-3 has more cost than the order 1-

3-2, which shows that the SEJ selectivity 

should also be considered, not only the size 

of auxiliary tables. On the other hand, 

ordering only by SEJ selectivity can not 

perform very well, as presented by the order 

3-1-2. 

Table 1: Characteristics and Selectivities of Experimental Dataset 

 

Attribute Auxiliary table Join relation Selectivity 

|Au| g v S% E% N% ns ne nn 's  s  
^

s  

1 200 50 4 10% 60% 30% 200 10 100 0.2% 3.6% 3.8% 

2 200 50 4 50% 10% 40% 200 10 100 5.0% 0.1% 5.1% 

3 400 50 8 40% 20% 40% 400 10 100 3.2% 0.4% 3.6% 

 
Figure 7: Performance of k-Attribute SEJ. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we have addressed the 

problem of synonym mismatch in the 

context of data integration, where the data 

from different sources are semantically 

equivalent, but the data representation is 

different. We have introduced a new 

relational algebraic operation, called 

semantically equal join (SEJ), which can be 

generally applied for integrating two 

relations based on predefined equivalence 

relation(s). The originality and contributions 

of our work include the following aspects: 
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1) we have introduced the semantic 

equivalent relationship to resolve the 

synonym mismatch problem. In fact, this 

study can also complement previous work 

of approximate join that mainly focuses on 

resolving typo mismatch. 2) We have 

formally defined the concept of SEJ and 

proposed an efficient approach to 

implement the SEJ operator in the standard 

RDBMS by a single SQL statement. 3) By 

extensive experiments we have 

demonstrated performance of our approach 

for SEJ. 
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